This event is organized by the American Friends Service Committee and sponsored by Jobs Now! Occupy KC.

Join us for a street theater - the potholes are filling - jobs, education, seniors... all victims.

Crime Scene: A Crime is a Crime

Deficit Debate: No Tax on Billionaires

April 15, Monday, 11:30am - 1:00pm
12th Street & Main, KCMO

Jobs
Seniors

We need to: Close Tax loopholes & create policies where all pay their fair share.

Cult Pentagon Waste (the Pentagon budget has doubled in the past decade. It funds programs like the F-35)

We don't need to cut social security, medicare and human needs programs.

We're Not Broke!

Medicare, medicare and other government services for the 99%.

ilike „Fix the Deficit." The deficit is a Trojan Horse used to attack social security, medicare and other government services for the 99%.

Don't be fooled by multi-national corporations, billionaires and groups opposed to street theater.